A Special Evening of Music

February 2, 2019 at 2:45 P.M.
Mahaffey Theater St. Petersburg, Florida

PERFORMED BY

Pinellas All County High School 11-12 Symphonic Band
Pinellas All County Middle School Band

SPONSORED BY:
Middle School Band

Espana Cani.................................................. P. Narro
The Red River Valley................................. P. LaPlante
Nathan Hale Trilogy................................. J. Curnow
The Beatles: 1964!...................................... arr. M. Brown

11-12 Symphonic Band

American Overture..................................... Jenkins
Lux Aurumque........................................ Whitacre
Autumn Soliloquy...................................... James Barnes
El Camino Real........................................ Reed

Dr. Andrew Parker, {Oboe Soloist} Dr. Andrew Parker is currently Assistant Professor of Oboe at the Butler School of Music. He was Assistant Professor of Oboe at the University of Iowa. He has been the guest artist at several double reed events around the country in addition to co-hosting a Double Reed Clinics and Competition for 5 years at the University of Iowa. He also served as an adjudicator for the National Youth Orchestra, hosted by Carnegie Hall. After receiving his Bachelor’s degree at the Eastman School of Music and Master’s degree at Yale University, he finished his doctoral studies at the University of Michigan. Dr. Parker is a graduate of Seminole Middle School and Seminole High School here in Pinellas County.

Dr. Michael C. Robinson, Director

Dr. Michael C. Robinson is Professor of Music and Director of Athletic Bands at the University of Georgia in Athens. His duties include conducting the Symphonic Band, teaching courses in music education, conducting, and directing all aspects of the 440-member Redcoat Marching Band. A native of Florida, Dr. Robinson received the B.M. and M.M. degrees in Music Education, and the D.M.A. degree in Instrumental Conducting from the University of Miami. Prior to his appointment at the University of Georgia, Robinson served as the Associate Director of Bands at the University of South Florida in Tampa and as Director of Bands at Fort Hays State University in Hays, Kansas. Dr. Robinson also taught eleven years in the public schools of Florida, most notably as Director of Bands at Seminole High School in Seminole, Florida. Throughout his career Dr. Robinson has received numerous honors and awards including Teacher of the Year, and Educator of the Year awards. He received the USF College of Visual and Performing Arts Outstanding Service Award, the Orpheus Award from Phi Mu Alpha, and the Friend of the Arts award from Sigma Alpha Iota. Most recently, Dr. Robinson received a promotion to Professor of Music at UGA effective Fall 2017.
### Middle School Band - Lee Sellers Director

#### Flute
- Kaandis Mance  AMS
- Payton Littler  SCS
- Jaelyn Patterson  MMS
- Arianna Gallagher CFMS
- Petra Tanczos  TMFMS
- Kylie Ottens  TSMS
- Sara Manville  DHMS
- Emrys Black  CFMS
- Meghan Wicktor  TMFMS
- Isabella Gonzalez MMS
- Gwen Therrier  CFMS
- Adela Wiercioch  CMS

#### Oboe
- Brady Savage  SCS
- Anna Kirkland  TMFMS

#### Bassoon
- Laura Kopec  SHMS
- Noah Stuecher  SCS
- Zachary Rechshaid  TMFMS
- Tristan Tanczos  TMFMS
- McKayla Johnson  MMS

#### Clarinet
- Seth Mazzuco  MBFMS
- Joyce Worley  SHMS
- Shaily Rowe  MBFMS
- Sarah Worley  SHMS
- Linh Nguyen  MFMS
- Colin Boltz  DHMS
- Mayowa Oni  SCS
- Madeline Franco  DHMS
- Jacari Walker  BPMS
- Madeline Mondok  CMS

#### Trumpet
- Jolie Thellab  MBFMS
- Senna Conner  NCS
- Joshua Polar  KCS
- Sarah McRee  SCS
- Ryan Galbraith  CFMS
- Christian Suduth  BPMS
- Owen Barrett  WCS
- Jackson Carter  OGMS

#### Euphonium
- Brigitte Beuning  TSMS
- Marcus Trujillo  CFMS
- Grace Lounsberry  SCS
- Brylee Dickey  CFMS

#### Horn
- Connor Wood  SMS
- Sylvia Beach  WCS
- Nadia Thornton  CFMS
- George Vernazza  NCS
- Grace Halula  ELMS
- Colin Dempsey  MBFMS
- Zachary Bloom  ELMS
- Erin Dzierba  OMS

#### Bass Clarinet
- Declan Thies  SCS
- Lauren Basara  SMS
- John Walton  CFMS
- Julian Thacker  TMS
- Jadon Fusek  NCS

#### Alto Sax
- Nicholas Ramos  CMS
- John Walton  CFMS
- Julian Thacker  TMS
- Jadon Fusek  NCS

#### Tenor Sax
- Ethan Abercrombie  TMS
- Jaden Goddard  BPMS

#### Baritone Sax
- Finn Kellam  PHMS

#### Alto Sax
- John Walton  CFMS
- Nicholas Ramos  CMS

#### Trombone
- Chase Graffon  MBFMS
- Jacob Scott  MBFMS
- Brad Schaeffer  SCS
- Charlie Farrell  NCS
- Jackson Bray  MMS
- Brendan Nelson  TMFMS
- Cara Glaude  NCS
- Sydney White  NCS
- Hayley Fatolitis  TMS
- Samuel Mercier  PHMS

#### Euphonium
- Brigitte Beuning  TSMS
- Marcus Trujillo  CFMS
- Grace Lounsberry  SCS
- Brylee Dickey  CFMS

#### Tuba
- Kyleigh Laison  CFMS
- Gavin Gray  PPMS
- Spencer Karges  TMFMS
- Owen Mcgrail  CFMS
- Becken Kohler  TSMS
- Ana Lense  MBFMS
- Kathleen Nguen  MBFMS
- Robert King  TMFMS

#### Percussion
- Matthew Payton  TSMS
- Sarah Palma  ELMS
- Evan Barlow  TSMS
- Michael See  TSMS
- Madeline Shaw  TMFMS

#### Bassoon
- Laura Kopec  SHMS
- Noah Stuecher  SCS
- Zachary Rechshaid  TMFMS
- Tristan Tanczos  TMFMS
- McKayla Johnson  MMS

#### Clarinet
- Seth Mazzuco  MBFMS
- Joyce Worley  SHMS
- Shaily Rowe  MBFMS
- Sarah Worley  SHMS
- Linh Nguyen  MFMS
- Colin Boltz  DHMS
- Mayowa Oni  SCS
- Madeline Franco  DHMS
- Jacari Walker  BPMS
- Madeline Mondok  CMS

#### Trumpet
- Jolie Thellab  MBFMS
- Senna Conner  NCS
- Joshua Polar  KCS
- Sarah McRee  SCS
- Ryan Galbraith  CFMS
- Christian Suduth  BPMS
- Owen Barrett  WCS
- Jackson Carter  OGMS

#### Euphonium
- Brigitte Beuning  TSMS
- Marcus Trujillo  CFMS
- Grace Lounsberry  SCS
- Brylee Dickey  CFMS

#### Tuba
- Kyleigh Laison  CFMS
- Gavin Gray  PPMS
- Spencer Karges  TMFMS
- Owen Mcgrail  CFMS
- Becken Kohler  TSMS
- Ana Lense  MBFMS
- Kathleen Nguen  MBFMS
- Robert King  TMFMS

#### Percussion
- Matthew Payton  TSMS
- Sarah Palma  ELMS
- Evan Barlow  TSMS
- Michael See  TSMS
- Madeline Shaw  TMFMS

#### David “Lee” Sellers Jr., a native of Saint Augustine, Florida, earned the Bachelor of Music Education from the Florida State University in 1985. His teaching career has been in Orange County Public Schools (Florida), The Austin Independent School District (Texas) and the Saint Johns County School District (Florida), where he is the band director at Pacetti Bay Middle School in Saint Augustine, Florida. Mr. Sellers is an active certified adjudicator for the Florida Bandmasters Association in the areas of concert, sightreading and solo/ensemble. He has conducted honor bands throughout the state of Florida, conducted the Florida Middle School All-State Band in 2017, and is an active clinician and guest conductor. In November of 2002, Mr. Sellers achieved certification with the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards. As a performer, Mr. Sellers was a flutist in the Hollingsworth Winds (Lakeland, Florida), and principal solo flutist with the Central Florida Sounds of Freedom Band, and the Austin Flute Choir (Texas). Currently, he performs with the Saint Augustine Community Band (principal flute) and the Saint Augustine Orchestra (principal flute). In addition to teaching students, Mr. Sellers is involved in teacher education. He has presented numerous staff development clinics at local and state events. Among those, he presented “Establishing Focus and Ensemble Sound, Innovative Warm-ups for Middle School Band” and co-presented “Sight-reading from Every Angle” at the 2014 and 2016 Florida Music Educators Association Staff Development Conferences. Mr. Sellers also taught the sight-reading portion of the adjudicator’s certification classes and served on the sightreading task force for the Florida Bandmasters Association.
THANKS TO:

High School All-County 11-12 Symphonic Band Chairman - Robert Thomas
Middle School All-County Band Chairman - Andrew Bohn

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

• All PCMEA Board Members
• All the students committed to their education, both general education and music.
• All music teachers, for your commitment to your students and to their music education.
• All parents of music students whose support of their children and music education is greatly appreciated!
• Michael Vetter, Barbara Frank, Lisa Lehmann and David Tagliarini from the PreK-12 Performing Arts office.

UPCOMING ALL-COUNTY PERFORMANCES:

All County Elementary, Middle and High School Orchestra
February 4, 2019
Mahaffey Theater
7:00 PM

All County Elementary Chorus, Orff and Drumming
March 23, 2019
First Baptist Church of Saint Petersburg
2:00 PM

Watch them anytime online: https://www.youtube.com/c/PinellasCountySchoolsvideos